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GEOPOLITICS
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Russia-Ukraine, China-Japan and other cases – Has the West lost the power to assert authority in the
world? Are economic sanctions the final means?
The Iran beyond the nuclear challenges – A new political vision at first glance? But is it also good for a
peace dividend?
Safeguarding to death? Are anti-trust regulations, data security, consumer and labor laws a rising
factor in global competition?
Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) – Looser rules on cross-border information flow
or a real push for austerity-blighted economies?
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Lean management 2.0: How to transfer business excellence from the blue to the white-collar world?
Reinventing mature business: What determines the successful implementation of new business
models and innovation in corporations?
Growth in high valuation environments: Does the corporate world really understand the opportunities
and threats behind new ventures?
Scale, brand, design, technology, and data: Who will own the future competitive advantage in
established industries?
Manufacturing 4.0 – How to front run the next industrial revolution?
The flexible organization – How to lead today’s multi-dimensional business?
Leading the entrepreneurial revolution – How to change the corporate mindset for the benefit of more
risk appetite and to accept that failure is an option?

GLOBAL ECONOMIC HOT TOPICS
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The second machine age – Algorithms vs. human intellect. How will it impact society?
Infrastructure of the future: Big data rather than airports – Is Europe losing increasingly more ground?
Emerging markets at half of yesterday’s growth – Unwilling to reform or a victim of industrial nations’
selfishness?
Peak or bottom of prospects? What does the 2030 Energy & Resource Strategy look like and how
should it shape today’s policy?
Interconnectivity – How to reap its full potential while balancing its risks?
Social physics – How to leverage “Big Data” engineering for creativity and productivity?

FINANCIAL MARKETS
18
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China’s financial liberalization – Can it open up its capital account without rocking world markets?
Defining monetary stability: What will be the “new normal” for interest rates and financial stability
when the central banks end their programs?
Our fragile world – Does it need an external shock to enter into the next crisis?
And what would be the consequences this time?
Global financial system without recovery? The current fall of cross-border funding while hoarding cash
at the same time – The effects on global growth.

